What’s New in Version 4.6.1

West km Enterprise version 4.6.1 includes the following features and enhancements.

**West km Integrates with WestlawNext™**

West km for Litigation is now integrated with WestlawNext, the next generation of Westlaw. Similar to the integration of West km with Westlaw, you can perform the following West km tasks in WestlawNext:

- Search your organization’s documents using search methods familiar to you from WestlawNext, including terms and connectors and plain language.
- Search your organization’s documents and WestlawNext documents simultaneously.
- Build and refine a citations list of your organization’s documents.
- Link directly from a document to related internal documents and to WestlawNext content.
- Restrict the number of documents in a result to more easily pinpoint those that are the most pertinent.

**CITING DOCUMENTS**

When you are viewing a document or a result on WestlawNext, the KM icon (KM) is displayed next to a document’s title when that WestlawNext document is cited in your organization’s West km documents. To retrieve the documents in your organization (from all library groups) that cite the WestlawNext document, click the KM icon.

**SEARCHING**

When you run a search on WestlawNext, your organization’s West km documents are automatically included in the result. To access your documents, click the West km content type.

---

For technical assistance, call West km Technical Support at 1-888-Westkm (1-888-937-8561), option 1.
To search only your organization’s West km documents on WestlawNext, click **West km** on the All Content tab on the WestlawNext home page.

Click the **West km** category on the WestlawNext home page to search your organization’s documents.

WestlawNext home page

For more information, see the *West km for Litigation Guide for WestlawNext Users*.

**West km Add-In Tool Merges with West BriefTools**

The West km Add-In Tool, including features for both the Litigation and Transactions modules, has merged with West BriefTools version 2.3. West BriefTools takes advantage of:

- West Solutions, a framework for hosting Thomson Reuters software applications. It provides a window in your word processor (Microsoft® Word or Corel® WordPerfect®) from which software features are launched.
- The West Updater, optional software packaged with West Solutions that provides an automated mechanism for upgrading West Solutions software or the individual software components that it hosts.
- Improved performance for embedding citation links and KeyCite status flags in your document.

**WEST KM FEATURES IN WEST SOLUTIONS**

In West Solutions, **West BriefTools** is associated with add-in features for West km for Litigation, including the ability to embed citation links and KeyCite status flags in your document. **West km Transactions** is associated with add-in features for West km for Transactions, including the ability to find internal documents, clauses, and defined terms while working in your word processor.

Product features are available from the West Solutions tab (Word 2007) and in the West Solutions window.

West Solutions window in Word 2007
New to West km with West BriefTools is the ability to insert just citation links in a document (as compared to both links and flags), to monitor the status of documents cited by your document and, with WestCheck (installed with BriefTools), to create reports from results of the KeyCite, Table of Authorities, Find, and QuoteRight services.

If you upgrade to West km 4.6.1, you are encouraged to upgrade from the West km Add-In Tool to West BriefTools, however, West km 4.6.1 is backwards compatible.

**SYSTEM OPTIONS**

The following BriefTools options affect West km–related features:

- Cite Finding Options: select whether West km is used to identify citations
- System Options: identify the West km server

The following system options in West km affect West km–related features in West BriefTools:

- Indexing Settings, Citation Indexing, Underline Citations/Underline Citations and Descriptions
- User Interface Display Settings, Citing References, Target for West km Citing Ref Icon in Clients
- User Interface Display Settings, Transactions, Default Search Template

**MORE INFORMATION**

- For more information about Litigation features, see the [West BriefTools User Manual](#).
- For more information about Transactions features, see the [West km for Transactions User Guide](#).
- For information about installing West BriefTools, see the [West BriefTools 2.3 Technical Guide](#).

**Terms Highlighting Is Enhanced in Locate**

If you use the Locate feature to restrict the number of documents in your West km result, the Locate terms are highlighted in the Locate result. In previous versions of West km, Locate terms were highlighted in yellow and the original terms were not highlighted. Now the Locate terms are highlighted in purple and the original terms are highlighted in yellow.

A document in a Locate result

This behavior matches the Search within Results feature on WestLawNext.
Sort Feature Is Improved

The Cancel Sort option has been removed from the Sort By menu. To change the sort order of a result for a subsequent time, now just choose a different option from the Sort By menu. This change

- improves sorting performance
- operates similarly to other West products
- fixes known issues with the Sort feature